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_________________________________________________________________________________
ABSTRACT— The present study aimed at exploring the predominant learning styles within researchers
in National Research Center of Egypt (NRC), in order to improve their learning and enhance their career.
A convenient sample of 72 from different specialties in the NRC comprised the study sample. A
questionnaire modeled after Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and based on Jung's theoretical
functional types was used. Statistical computation included percentage distribution for interesting
variables using Chi square test for significance. Thinking and Feeling types predominated with 40% each.
The Sensing personality represented 14.3%, with 5.7% for the Intuitive. Predominant learning styles
within population of academic researchers matched reported distribution of types in normal population.
Functional types appeared to be more related to guiding tendencies rather than improving achievement.
Dual brained types after Katherine Benziger -as introduced in this study- could add to individual learning
characterization in light of Jung typological functions and hemispheric dominance.
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_________________________________________________________________________________
1. INTRODUCTION
As indicated by Felder and Henriques (1995), way in which an individual characteristically acquires, retains, and
retrieves information is collectively termed the individual’s learning style [1]. According to accumulating data, people
learn or perhaps prefer to learn in different ways, where a learner processes and develops information in a style that
permits personal understanding [2]. Moreover, it was reported by Dunn and Griggs (1998) that many researches
demonstrated that both low and average achievers earn higher scores on standardized achievement tests and attitude tests
when taught through their learning style preferences [3].
Consequently, it is of crucial importance to acknowledge how an individual needs to learn, not only what he needs to
learn, to improve his educative performance [2]. In other words, we have to insist on learner-centered, not only subjectcentered learning as stated by the humanistic approach of learning style theory after Johnson [4]. Such an approach
which agrees with Keefe [5], as he stated that learning style diagnosis opens the door to placing individualized
instruction on a more rational basis to achieve a truly modern approach to education [2].
A lot of learning style models exist in literature [6]. Coffield et al. classified learning style models into 5 families [7].
Families included a category which referred to learning styles as one component of a relatively stable personality type
[6].
Jung's theory of psychological type [8] is one of the most comprehensive theories developed to explain human
personality [9]. Korolenko highlighted its great importance in affecting psychological adaptation [10]. Besides, it was
reported that the expression of maladaptation in students is dependent on Jung typological functions [11]. Despite, Jung
himself wrote about the “vividness” of the psychological type [12] yet a lot were inspired by his theory of type.
According to Jung, people are categorized into four basic mental functions or processes; Sensing, Intuition, Thinking,
and Feeling. Jung believed that in order for individuals to function well they must have a way to perceive a stimulus
(Sensing or Intuition), and a way to make an adequate response to that perception by making a decision or judgment
(Thinking or Feeling) [13].
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Carl Jung described Sensing as preference to focus on concrete aspects of a situation by using one or more of the five
senses. Alternately, Intuition describes the focus of attention on abstract ideas made through possibilities, meanings, and
relationships associated with a concrete situation. Thinking as one category of judgment is a function which links ideas
together through logical connections and leads to an impersonal finding. Feeling, on the other hand, describes a rational
act of evaluation using subjective values and relative merits of the issues for judgment and decision making [9].
The Myers-Briggs theory of personality type grew out of the work of Carl Jung by Katharine Briggs and her daughter
Isabel Briggs Myers [14]. They developed the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) which is a widely used
psychological self-report instrument used to assess people’s orientation toward the Jungian types [14]. The MBTI, is now
widely used in educational, career, and family counseling settings [14], with reported validity and reliability [15]. It is
one of the best personality assessments for non-psychiatric populations [16]. The MBTI was also examined by Jensen
and DiTiberio (1989) for its relevance in the teaching of writing [17]. Provost and Anchors (1987) were concerned with
the MBTI in higher education [18]. The MBTI could also be used to develop teaching methods to meet the needs of
different types.
In a trial for establishing a neurophysiologic model for Jung’s four functions, Katherine Benziger [19] stated that
Jung’s four functions are to be rooted in four distinct areas of the cortex. The Thinking is housed in the left frontal lobe,
the Intuition is housed in the right frontal lobe, the Sensing is housed in the left posterior convexity and the Feeling is
housed in the right posterior convexity. Moreover, based on the measurement of brain function and energy consumption
in the brain, Benziger assumed that some people develop a particular combination of modes (dual brained). People with
the Thinking and the Intuitive acquiring the first and second preferences in priority are double frontals, while the Sensing
and the Feeling occupying the first two preferences are double basals. Similarly, the double rights characterized by the
Intuitive and the Feeling as the predominant functions, while the double lefts show predominant Thinking and Sensing
functional types.
Academic researchers are in a continuous state of learning. Given the potential that knowing an individual's
psychological type may have effect on facilitating learning and improving academic achievement, our study aimed at
examining psychological functions predominance –as one perspective of learning styles- within the community of
researchers to guide their educative panel and hence enhance their career. As a secondary objective; we aimed at
identifying the hemispheric brain dominance from tools designed for typological function assessment. This approach
may introduce a new application for the theory of type and provide more profound description for the different styles
denoting individual learning characteristics.

2. METHODS
The current work was a pilot cross-sectional study. Convenient sample of 72 researchers from different specialties in
the National Research Center of Egypt (NRC) comprised the study sample. Inclusion criteria enclosed age above 25 with
high educational level (candidates of master or doctoral degrees). Both sexes males (n=36) and females (n=36) were
represented in the study with equal proportions in order to investigate gender differences. Demographic information
included gender, age, and highest educational degree attained to ensure the sample to be statistically convenient and
representative. The profession was also collected with the other data to investigate associations between prevalent
learning style preferences and the different disciplines. Data were filled by the participants in the self-reported
instrument some computer based and some paper based according to availability.
Individuals selected for participation in this study were given a one page self-reported questionnaire adapted after the
MBTI [20]. The adapted tool differed from the original MBTI in the scoring system with reduction in the number of
items to increase the feasibility of the tool. The questionnaire was divided into four sets of sentences. Each set described
one of the four psychological types of Jung in six sentences. Participants were asked to arrange the four sets according to
preference priorities. The questionnaire targeted Jung's psychological functions (Sensing, Intuitive, Thinking, Feeling),
but not parameters naming Jung's attitude (Introvert/Extrovert and Perceiving/Judging dichotomies). Modification on the
MBTI included translation of sentences included in the questionnaire into Arabic; the native language of the study
sample. Cultural differences were also taken in consideration in choosing adequate words and expressions in the
translation.
Chi square test for significance as statistical method was used to find percentage distribution of the four Jungian
functional types as different styles of learning, as well as finding the distribution of the different types of the dual brained
learners. Chi square test is a simple and popular test used for descriptive studies. Analysis was performed using the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

3. RESULTS
Descriptive data illustrated by Table 1 showed distribution of the four psychological functions among studied group.
Both the Thinking and the Feeling functions showed to be the most preferred learning styles among study group with
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equal percentage of 40%. The other two styles declined in representation to show 14.3% and 5.7% for the Sensing and
the Intuitive respectively.

Table 1: Distribution of psychological functions among studied group
Psychological function
Number
Percentage
Thinking
28
40%
Intuitive
4
5.7%
Feeling
28
40%
Sensing
10
14.3%
Results showed no significant difference between males and females in functional predominance as illustrated in
Table 2. Despite, females were found to be relatively higher in the Feeling function than males with a percentage of
48.6% compared to 34.1% in the male population. Also the Sensing function was discriminately different between the
two genders. It showed to be promptly higher in males with 22.9% while it did not exceed 5.7% within females. The
Intuitive type showed to be non significantly higher in females with 8.6% compared to 2.9% in males.
Table 2: Distribution of psychological functions among different sexes
Psychological function

Male (N,%)

Thinking
Intuitive
Feeling
Sensing

15
1
11
8

42.9%
2.9%
31.4%
22.9%

Female (N,%)
13
3
17
2

37.1%
8.6%
48.6%
5.7%

Data computation - as shown in Table 3 - showed that 68% of the study group manifested characteristic hemispheric
dominance. On the contrary 32% had no hemispheric prevalence i.e. no dual brained types. Right brain learners (dual
rights) were expressed by the least percentage which was 8.3%. Followed by front brain learners (double frontals) who
comprised only 11% of the sample. Both the base brain (dual basals) and the left brain (dual lefts) predominance
appeared to be preferentially used by a wider population. Their percentages showed to be 25% and 23.6% respectively.
Table 3: Distribution of hemispheric predominance among studied group
Dual brained
Number
Percentage
Double frontals
8
11%
Double rights
6
8.3%
Double basals
18
25%
Double lefts
17
23.6%
None
23
32%

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the present study we tried to explore predominant personality types -as an indicator of learning style preferencesto help us in improving learning conditions for academic researchers. Despite post-graduation, all psychological types
were represented by different proportions in a profile simulating normal population and different from that of the gifted.
Concerning the perceptive dichotomy (S/N) our results showed a proportion between the Intuitive (5.7%) and the
Sensing (14.3) that agrees with research which reveals that most of the general population (70%) prefer Sensing over
Intuition [21-25]. Findings of Myre [26] in this concern asserted that the possibility of one’s being Intuitive increases as
academic giftedness increases which was not the case here. For the (T/F) dichotomy, gifted adolescents’ preference of
Thinking is slightly higher than Feeling [15] which also differed from the case in the study group where both the Feeling
and the Thinking were represented in equal proportion with 40% each.
In consequence, we can conclude that we have to differentiate between academic achievement and academic
giftedness where the former is more related to intelligence (cognitive capacity) while the later is the one which could be
attributed to the functional type (cognitive processing).
Wankat and Oreovicz [27] in their book 'Teaching Engineering' emphasized on that same idea, according to their
words "… it is important to remember that type theory does not make judgments on intelligence: All types can succeed in
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any area, and all types are represented in every area. What is important is that every type can learn to survive in the
academic world" (p.254). Then they continued to say: "The fact that certain types predominate in certain careers says
more about a type’s attraction to the field than whether he or she will succeed in it" (p.254).
Therefore, we can conclude that; knowing the prevalent psychological function or the natural lead for each
individual can help him in choosing the career in consistence with his tendencies. At the same time knowing the least
preferred functions can figure out the undesirable kind of tasks for such an individual which are the characteristics of
that function. Consequently, the former could be very effective as a preventive methodology to guard against falsification
[8] which proved to show serious consequences and hazardous outcomes as for PASS or Prolonged Adaptation Stress
Syndrome [28]. Moreover, the later could be of crucial importance in specifying skills which need to be improved for
each individual in particular.
Also we can conclude from the study outcomes that no specific strategies and methodologies should be namely
applied for academic researchers since they did not show any difference in their learning style preferences than normal
population.
Dual brained preferences, could explain more about the learning characteristics of researchers. Campbell and Kain
[29] investigated whether some types prefer certain forms of information presentation in problem solving. They found
that NT’s and NF’s were the most time-efficient types yet the least accurate. For SF and ST types they tended to be more
accurate but took longer to achieve their accuracy. Academic researchers in the present study showed to belong to the
second type where the dual basals (SF) and the dual lefts (ST) together compromised nearly half the study sample at the
time in which both the dual frontals (NT) and the dual rights (NF) did not exceed 20% of the sample. These results
agreed with Keirsey and Bates where the NT and NF temperament types each represented roughly 12% of the general
population [30]. Frankly, we can say that most of the study group are base brained and left brained respectively. This
emphasizes on the conclusion that academic researchers do not differ in their learning styles from the normal
population. Moreover we can conclude that classifying people into four hemispheric brained learners; front brained,
right brained, base brained and left brained after the theory of type and the extended work of Benziger -in my
speculation- could add to categorizing and understanding human learning.

5. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Concerning limitations, further work on larger population would be of crucial importance to emphasize on the
significance of the present findings, and to provide a better estimation of the learning profiles of postgraduate learners.
IQ testing in addition to learning style assessment may add to the research outcomes. Categorizing the sample with
respect to different disciplines could help in investigating associations with the various psychological functions as they
are named to describe tendencies rather than abilities. Although it was intended to be done in this study yet the great
diversity of disciplines did not allow us to obtain meaningful results and that is why we did not mention anything about
it. 32% of the sample did not show any of the dual brained styles as combination of modes, this emphasizes on the
concept of mono-modal, bi-modal and triple-modal learners as described by Katherine Benziger which needs both
theoretical explanation and empirical justification as extended research. The four hemispheric thinking styles based on
the previously introduced theoretical background as introduced by this work deserves extensive care and a lot of further
research as a new trend for exploring learning styles.
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Appendix
استمارة االستياا
 ثبببل امتبببم ت اهبببا بببم امموتيبببع،رتبببل اممعمت بببال امتامابببع الابببع تاببب اممعمت بببع امتبببم تبيبببو ببب ا بببتة بببم امموتيبببع ا مبببى
.م امموتيع امواابع ا خاوة
 اممعمت ع امتم ال تكاد تبيو, ثل امتم ت اها م امموتيع امثامثع,امثاناع
Questionnaire
Arrange the following groups according to your preferences, such that the group
which predominantly represent you takes the first preference. The second group in
priority takes the second preference, the third group in priority takes the third
preference, while the least group in describing you takes the fourth preference.
) معمت ع ( أ
. أرائم مي اع ى امم طق
. ذه م د ما م شغل اما هت رائم من مهام
.ى م هج
 آخذ قواراتم اشكل متضت م
. دائما أ د امم ارنال
. أحكل م أ ال
. أتماز ااممهارة م امتل ال االختاار اان اميدائل د اتخاذ ام وار
Group (A)
 My beliefs are built on logic.
 My mind is always busy with tasks.
 I take my decisions in an objective and systematic way.
 I always make comparisons.
 I judge with my mind before my feelings.
 I am clever at analysis and choosing between alternatives.
)ع(ب
.يصف م اآلخو اام درة ى امتعديد اإلاداع امفكوي
.مدي أحالم كثاوة م مست يل
.أ ال أ أ مل م اممعاالل ام ظويع
.ادة أجد ح تال م مشكالل ابادة ن اممبتاد
.يصف م اآلخو اأ مم سفع م املااة
.مدي د ما رؤيع شام ع







Group (B)
People see me innovative in creating new ideas.
I have a lot of dreams for the future.
I prefer to work in theoretical fields.
I always find unusual solutions to problems.
Others always say that I have a philosophy in life.
I always have a holistic vision.
)ع(ج
.أض مشا و اآلخوين د ما م ا تياري د اتخاذ أي قوار
.أالع د ما ن ا مفع امت اغل م أي شمء
.ادة أكت أ ل من ي صده اآلخو ماشاركهل أ واحهل أ أتواحهل
.أتباطف اشدة م همتم اآلخوين
.أستم كثاوا ممشا وي
.من اممهل إظهار اممشا و مآلخوين




معمت







معمت







Group (C)
I always consider the feelings of others when taking decisions.
Search for harmony in everything.
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People like share their happiness or sadness with me.
I feel sympathy with people in trouble.
I listen a lot to my feelings.
It is important to show your feelings.
)ع(د
.أ ال اممب تمال امتاضلع د اتخاذ ام وارال
.يصف م اآلخو ااممهارة م حل اممشكالل امبارضع اماتماع
.أ تيو امتعواع امبم اع أ ال سا ع م تب ل
.ال أمل من تكوار امملا مع حتى أنعح
.ال أهتل كثاوا اوسل خطط م مست يل
.أا م قواراتم ا اءا ى امتاق اممادي امم متس








Group (D)
I prefer clear data upon taking decisions.
People see me clever at accomplishing routine work
problems.
I consider practical experimentation the best way for learning.
While doing something new, I never give up till succeed.
I don't pay a lot of attention to drawing future plans.
I take my decisions based on the concrete reality.

and

solving

معمت







daily

:توتال اممعمت ال من حاع ا ا اع م امتبياو ن ماتمم هت
) ( امموتيع ا ل معمت ع
) ( امموتيع امثانم معمت ع
) ( امموتيع امثامع معمت ع
) ( امموتيع امواا معمت ع
Arranging groups according to my predominant preferences:
Group of first preference
( )
Group of second preference ( )
Group of third preference ( )
Group of fourth preference ( )
...................................: امسن................................................................ :االسل
..................................................................................................:امدرجع امب ماع
.......................................................................................................... :امتظافع
Name :…………………………………….Age ………………………….
Educative level :…………………………………………………………..
Profession : ……………………………………………………………….
 د=الحسي، ج=المشاعري، ب=الحدسي، أ=المفكر:المفتاح
Key: A=Thinking, B=Intuitive, C=Feeling and D=Sensing
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